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1 Introduction to Concept Mapping

1.1 Introduction

Concept Mapping is a group-based method designed to support decision-making. It makes complex and diffuse topics manageable. Concept Mapping allows us to better understand a topic, and to decide which of its aspects are of greater or lesser importance. The final result is a ‘map’ showing the opinions of the group of participants.

The Concept Mapping method is supported by the computer programme Ariadne. Ariadne combines the views of individual group members and presents them as a group product. Computer support facilitates the use and the understanding of the method, and makes it more efficient. Only one meeting with 15-20 participants is required to get insight to a specific topic.

1.2 Applications and advantages of Concept Mapping

Concept Mapping can be used for research in general as well as for supporting decision-making.

The method is extremely well suited to policy development, for example to assess and define the ‘quality’ of services from the points of view of people who play different roles within (or outside) an organization. For instance, when faced with the term ‘quality of General Practitioner (GP) care’: one person might think of the diagnostic expertise of the GP; a second might focus on his/her communication skills; and a third on how often the GP wrongly refers patients to a specialist. Another application of Concept Mapping could be to clarify the objectives of a new joint venture. The method has also been used to design the programme for a major international AIDS conference, and to explore government policy priorities in the field of mental healthcare.

Concept Mapping can also be used as a preliminary investigation before developing a questionnaire, for example to measure patient satisfaction with the care they receive. Concept Mapping can also be used at the beginning of an evaluation project, in order to decide on the assessment criteria with all of the people involved.

The method is suitable for:

a) complex and vague topics.
   Complex means that the topic contains many different aspects within it. Vague means that all of those aspects and the relationships between them are not yet clear.

b) topics about which differences of opinion exist.
Concept Mapping is ideally suited to topics not associated with an objective, absolute truth; where there are different perspectives on a problem, perhaps informed by different norms and values. The method lists the different opinions, making them visible, and seeks to establish their ‘common denominator’.

c) **cases where players need to find a common basis for future activities, despite differences of opinion.** If the objective were to test quality, it would not be possible to investigate all the possible aspects of quality at once. A choice must be made of the most important aspects.

**Concept Mapping** offers several advantages in such situations.

a) **It is a relatively fast method.**
   The whole Concept Mapping process can sometimes be completed within a week, and even the most complex topics can be assessed within a few weeks. The individual participants are only required to invest a single day.

b) **The method usually achieves great commitment to the result from everyone.**
   Because the method is particularly transparent to all players, and because every opinion is given equal weight, those involved are more likely to accept the result and view it as a basis for common decisions or actions.

c) **It is an ‘honest’ method, because everyone has an equal influence on the outcome.**
   In other situations, for instance at regular company meetings, some people may have more impact on the outcome than others, due to their personal authority or negotiating skills. Weaker negotiators sometimes have difficulty making their voice heard. **Concept Mapping** gives every voice equal importance. Participants are not required to have special skills or knowledge.

1.3 **A short description of the method**

**Concept Mapping** is divided into six phases:

Phase 1: Choosing participants and establishing a focus

Phase 2: Brainstorming

Phase 3: Structuring

Phase 4: Processing the statistics

Phase 5: Interpretation

Phase 6: Implementation
Phase 1 is a preparatory phase which is executed ‘behind the scenes’, whilst phases 2 and 3 take place in a group setting. Once the answers have been statistically processed (phase 4), the results are discussed by the group, after which further steps may be agreed (phase 5). In phase 6, the implementation phase, the results of Concept Mapping are put into practice.

The order of these phases is fixed, but each one can be worked out in different ways. In this section we will briefly discuss the essence of each phase. In chapter 2, we will further explain the phases and suggest some variations in the ways they are designed.

Phase 1: The choice of participants and establishing a focus

In the preparatory phase we must decide what the focus for Concept Mapping will be and who will be invited to take part.

The focus is the question which will be put to the participants in the brainstorming phase (see below) in order to provoke as many statements as possible about the subject in question. A focus might be: ‘What criteria should be used to judge the quality of a GP?’; or, ‘What should this joint venture achieve?’.

The choice of participants is closely linked to the objective of Concept Mapping. That applies both to the number of participants and their backgrounds.

Phase 2: Brainstorming

In this phase participants are invited to use the focus as a starting point for free association and to generate as many ideas as possible. Participants may not confer with each other at this stage: every statement - provided it is clearly formulated - is added to the list, up to a maximum of 98 statements.

The essence of the brainstorming phase is that participants associate freely. There are various ways to encourage them to do so. Besides the classic group setting, in which participants spontaneously put forward their ideas as they come to them, often in response to each other, the organizer could also opt for individual interviews or a written questionnaire. If so, the group session is put back to phase 3, with the participants being individually approached in phase 2.

The brainstorming session results in a set of statements which will form the input for subsequent phases. During the brainstorming session, all statements are entered into the computer, which then prints them out on cards: one card for each statement. The participants are then each given a complete set of
cards/statements. This helps people to literally grasp the statements, making them easier to work with, to select, to discard etc. in subsequent phases.

**Phase 3: Structuring**

In the next phase of **Concept Mapping**, participants have to rank the statements. This means grouping them according to importance (prioritization) and content (clustering). Both tasks are carried out by each participant individually.

For this phase, every participant is given a complete set of numbered statements, each printed on a separate card.

**Prioritization.** The participants are first asked to judge how relevant each statement is to the subject chosen, by giving each one a rating between 1 and 5. Each participant does this independently of the others. Again, the task of setting priorities cannot be carried out until a focus has been established. The focus can be decided either in consultation with the group or by the organizer(s) in the first phase, before the group session. The participants might be asked which quality requirements they consider to be absolutely central, and which relatively unimportant.

**Clustering.** Next, participants are asked to divide the statements into groups with similar or related content. Each participant forms his own clusters of statements. He or she might put the statements ‘patients should be treated in a friendly manner’ and ‘patients should be fully informed about the treatment they are to receive’ into a group called ‘patient-friendly approach’. Another might put the two statements (and others) into two different groups called ‘personal treatment’ and ‘providing information’. The labelling of the clusters is left to the individual participants; they are not influenced in the number of clusters they choose, nor in the criteria they use to classify the statements.

Once the results of phase 3 have been collected, they are registered and entered into **Ariadne**.

**Phase 4 Processing the statistics**

In this phase, **Ariadne** combines the individual clusters and priorities to form a group product.

The programme starts by counting how often participants have placed statements into a single category (clustering). The more often two statements are placed into the same category, the smaller the imaginary distance between them, which means that participants see a strong link between them in terms of content.
Next, *Ariadne* represents these imaginary distances visually on a two-dimensional graph, the so-called *Concept Map*. Statements often placed in the same category are projected close together; statements which are rarely or never linked by participants are shown far apart.

Statements which lie close together on the map are combined to form clusters of related statements, using a cluster analysis, and a box is drawn around them. Finally, *Ariadne* calculates the average rating for each statement and for each cluster, using the information from the prioritization task. *Ariadne* also displays the results of these calculations, this time as differences in height. The width of the line which defines the ‘cluster box’ indicates the relative importance which participants attached to each cluster.

The *Concept Map* is the graphical representation of the group’s views. It provides an at-a-glance guide to the different aspects which participants recognized in the problem with which they were presented, and shows how those aspects are related. The *Concept Map* may be thought of as a real map, with distances reflecting how closely related the different statements/clusters are in terms of their content, and differences in height reflecting the relative importance of the different aspects.

*Ariadne* supplies more specific results, such as variance and the average importance of each statement, as separate output. *Ariadne* can also break the participants down into sub-groups or compare individual participants.

**Phase 5: Interpretation**

In the previous phases the basic associations from the brainstorming session were combined to form clusters of related statements. The task in the fifth phase of *Concept Mapping* is to label the clusters: What is the common theme of these statements? Why did participants frequently place them in the same category? The participants give each cluster a label which they feel best describes the content of the statements in the cluster.

As before, the interpretation phase can be organized in a number of different ways. As *Concept Mapping* was originally designed, this phase is structured as a group discussion chaired by the process supervisor. This method produces greater commitment to the outcomes, since the process supervisor can verify the results by asking the group whether they agree with them. Moreover, in a group discussion there is no risk of deviating from the terminology used by the participants. However, the process supervisor may instead choose to interpret the results alone or in consultation with a sub-group of the participants.

**Phase 6: Implementation**

Now that it is clear which themes and aspects the people involved consider relevant to the subject in question, it is time for the final phase of *Concept Mapping*: putting the results into practice. In this phase, the process
supervisor and/or the participants must take stock of the implications of the results produced. They must then agree how these results will be used in practice.

For example, they may decide that certain quality aspects will be made subject to testing, or that particular new services must be given priority. Participants may draw up a phased plan to tackle a number of problems one by one. In the case of more scientific applications, the result is used by the researcher to decide which questions are suitable for a questionnaire (or other measuring tool).

It will be clear that Concept Mapping does not give any pointers as to the procedures to be followed for implementation. The results of Concept Mapping shed light on the views and priorities of those involved, thus establishing a basis for responsible decision-making. Translating this information into concrete measures is a task which falls outside the scope of the method.

1.4 Using this handbook

This handbook describes the Concept Mapping method in detail, including the different variants possible in each phase.

Appendix 1 is a technical guide to Ariadne for Concept Mapping.

Those who are interested in the statistical techniques on which Ariadne is based can consult appendix 2. However, it is not necessary to read this appendix to use either the method or Ariadne.

Appendix 3 is a checklist for the organization of Concept Mapping meetings. This checklist is included mainly as an example: the different phases and requirements may vary, depending on the design and objective of the project.

Appendix 4 is an example of the standard forms which can be used during phase 3 (structuring) to record the results of the tasks carried out by participants (setting priorities and forming clusters). These forms make it easier to input the data.
2 Preparation (phase 1)

2.1 Establishing the focus

The focus for the brainstorming session should be established ahead of the group meeting. A good focus is important, as it will prompt the right type of statements. The focus must be clear, simple, and neither too general nor too specific.

For example, the focus ‘what help do old people require?’ could elicit too many different types of statements. Some participants would list healthcare provisions, other welfare provisions, still others housing or financial help. To some, ‘help’ might include the support of family or neighbours. Clearly then, this is not a ‘simple’ focus. We need to consider in advance whether such diverse interpretations of the word ‘help’ are useful.

This focus could lead to another kind of confusion. Some participants may list general types of care (GP, home help, sheltered accommodation, a day centre for social contacts, hot meals for pensioners). Others might be more specific (a visiting service for single widows, diagnostics for old people with dementia, physical aids for old people who are infirm). Some people will be most concerned with quality requirements (housing associations should give priority to old people when small, two-person, ground-floor apartments become available; GPs need special training in diagnosing dementia; home helps should attach more significance to social contact with the old people in their charge, instead of limiting themselves to housework). Again, a broad focus may produce many dissimilar statements during the brainstorming session.

It is difficult for participants to form clusters or set priorities when faced with such diverse statements. In the example given, the word ‘help’ may have been too vague. Depending on the object of the exercise, it may be useful to specify whether the question refers to all old people (perhaps everyone over 65 years) or more narrowly to old people with health problems.

Examples of a better focus (again, depending on the goal of Concept Mapping!) are:

- ‘the following provisions are necessary if old people are to take a full part in society: ....’

- ‘in order to provide for the specific health problems of old people, it is necessary that healthcare institutions and carers......’.

As these examples demonstrate, it can be useful to formulate the focus for the brainstorming session as a sentence which the participants have to complete. This makes it more likely that the statements will have a similar structure.

On the other hand, the focus must not be so narrow that the participants are denied the space to express their own points of view. If you want to know what people consider important to the quality of GP care, the focus should not be: ‘what do you expect from GP care?’ In this case, other aspects of quality (the GP’s interpersonal skills, the appointments system used) are wrongly left out of the equation. A better focus would be: ‘what requirements should a good GP fulfil?’ This question may well produce different statements during the
brainstorming session than ‘what requirements should the *care* provided by a GP meet?’ or ‘what requirements should a GP’s *practice* meet?’.

Usually, a fairly broad focus is chosen. In order to stimulate the participants’ thought processes at the brainstorming session, it may be useful to put up a number of examples (on a whiteboard or on ‘display sheets’, large sheets of paper) before the session. The purpose of this is definitely not to guide participants in a particular direction - this must be pointed out clearly during the meeting. The participants are completely free in what they put forward during the brainstorming session. The idea is simply to stimulate their imagination, and to prevent them from approaching the subject in too narrow a way.

Which people are chosen to take part in the *Concept Mapping* depends very much on the final application. The choice of participants is a question which deserves careful consideration. It may be the most important phase in the whole process, as, after all, the results will be determined by the participants! Generally speaking, two issues require particular consideration.

- **variation**: are all the different players involved with the subject represented? Or, if there are very different parties or interest groups: are all the different perspectives represented?

- **number of representatives of each party**. Because *Concept Mapping* gives every voice equal weight, it is important to ask whether different parties or perspectives are properly represented (by enough people).

  For example, if the aim is to establish quality criteria for assessing healthcare institutions, it is important to invite not only carers but also patients and perhaps the institution’s management, the Medical Inspectorate, health insurance companies and/or GPs. There is little point putting together a group with 15 carers and 1 patient, because the patient’s voice will carry little weight on its own.

When it comes to *decision-making support*, it is usually obvious who should be invited to take part. The participants should include (representatives of) everyone who will soon be involved in applying the results; everyone who will feel their consequences, and everyone needed to put the planned measure(s) into effect. This is especially important if one objective of the *Concept Mapping* project is to gain the support of the people involved. This means winning their commitment to the results and to the measures taken on the basis of those results.

For *research applications*, other considerations may apply. In one case it may be desirable to have a room full of experts for the brainstorming session, in another a broad sample of ‘ordinary’ people might be more appropriate. Generally speaking, a *stratified sample* is desirable.

*Concept Mapping* does not make special demands of the participants. They need only be able to work in a structured manner for a three-hour period. Experience has shown that almost everyone can carry out the tasks they are set, be they professors or housewives, psychiatrists or psychiatric patients.
Closely connected to the number of participants to be invited are the variables to be used in the analysis. When the data are processed, one can enter not only the participants’ details but also enter which groups of participants should be included in the analysis. In order to select groups of participants, it is necessary to input characteristics such as age, type of function, etc. Ariadne can accept five distinguishing characteristics for each participant. This makes it possible, for instance, to contrast the management’s perspective with that of the carers, men’s views with women’s, old people’s with young people’s.

2.2 Choosing participants

Which people are chosen to take part in the Concept Mapping depends very much on the final application. The choice of participants is a question which deserves careful consideration. It may be the most important phase in the whole process, as, after all, the results will be determined by the participants! Generally speaking, two issues require particular consideration.

- **variation**: are all the different players involved with the subject represented? Or, if there are very different parties or interest groups: are all the different perspectives represented?

- **number of representatives of each party**. Because Concept Mapping gives every voice equal weight, it is important to ask whether different parties or perspectives are properly represented (by enough people).

For example, if the aim is to establish quality criteria for assessing healthcare institutions, it is important to invite not only carers but also patients and perhaps the institution’s management, the Medical Inspectorate, health insurance companies and/or GPs. There is little point putting together a group with 15 carers and 1 patient, because the patient’s voice will carry little weight on its own.

When it comes to decision-making support, it is usually obvious who should be invited to take part. The participants should include (representatives of) everyone who will soon be involved in applying the results; everyone who will feel their consequences, and everyone needed to put the planned measure(s) into effect. This is especially important if one objective of the Concept Mapping project is to gain the support of the people involved. This means winning their commitment to the results and to the measures taken on the basis of those results.

For research applications, other considerations may apply. In one case it may be desirable to have a room full of experts for the brainstorming session, in another a broad sample of ‘ordinary’ people might be more appropriate. Generally speaking, a stratified sample is desirable.

Concept Mapping does not make special demands of the participants. They need only be able to work in a structured manner for a three-hour period. Experience has shown that almost everyone can carry out the tasks they are set, be they professors or housewives, psychiatrists or psychiatric patients.
2.3 Choosing variables

Closely connected to the number of participants to be invited are the variables to be used in the analysis. When the data are processed, one can enter not only the participants’ details but also enter which groups of participants should be included in the analysis. In order to select groups of participants, it is necessary to input characteristics such as age, type of function, etc. Ariadne can accept five distinguishing characteristics for each participant. This makes it possible, for instance, to contrast the management’s perspective with that of the carers, men’s views with women’s, old people’s with young people’s.

2.4 The number of participants

There is no upper limit to the number of participants for Concept Mapping, but the minimum number is around 8 or 10. The process is not impossible with fewer people, but it is much less effective. When there are few participants, Concept Mapping has little added value compared to other methods. After all, there is not much point in calculating group averages for only four people.

The number of participants does have consequences for the design and implementation of the various phases of the process. If phase 2 (brainstorming) and phases 5 and 6 (interpretation and implementation) are carried out in a group context, the maximum number of participants will be roughly 15.

However, if the brainstorming session is replaced by interviews or a written consultation round, and if the interpretation and implementation can be carried out by a smaller core group, it is possible to involve many more people in the project.

There is no maximum number of participants for phase 3 (structuring). Even so, if a great many people are taking part, a group session can seem very impersonal. To avoid this, it would be possible to split the structuring exercise into several sessions, each with a limited number of participants. The only condition is that the participants are given the same input to form clusters and set priorities in each of the sessions. Thus phase 2, the brainstorming session (possibly replaced by written consultation or interviews) must be completed before phase 3 can start. This ensures that the participants receive the same set of cards/statements in each session.

2.5 Concept Mapping with few participants

As was indicated above, if Concept Mapping is carried out with a limited number of participants (8-15), the whole process can be completed by the entire group together. The meeting begins with the brainstorming session, usually lasting between 45 and 60 minutes, in which the participants generate as many statements
as possible. Because Ariadne can print the statements onto cards in just half an hour, the participants can have a break and then go straight on with the next phase, ordering the statements according to content and relevance.

Another break, this time lasting two hours, is needed whilst the answers are entered into Ariadne and the Concept Map is worked out. Depending on the circumstances, the supervisor can bring the group back together later on the same day, or at a later date, in order to discuss the results and to think through their implications. The agenda for such a meeting might be as follows:

9.00 A.M. introduction
9.15 A.M. brainstorming session
10.00 A.M. break for participants
10.30 A.M. prioritization exercise
11.15 A.M. clustering exercise
12.00 break for participants

Outcomes are processed by the computer to form a Concept Map
2.00 P.M. interpretation of the Concept Map
4.00 P.M. close

In the process described, two advantages of Concept Mapping come out clearly: the process is clarified in a very short space of time, and with maximum involvement from the participants. The content and interpretation are left entirely to the group. Moreover, the whole process is transparent to all participants, which can only enhance their confidence in the outcome. These benefits are particularly relevant when Concept Mapping is used to support decision-making on internal matters, as the participants will be directly involved in putting the results into effect.

2.6 Concept Mapping with many participants

If more than fifteen people are to be involved in the Concept Mapping process, it is a good idea to split the main group into a number of sub-groups. For instance, the supervisor might choose to hold a separate meeting for each region, or for each ‘interest group’ within an organization. He or she must, however, ensure that all sub-groups structure (prioritize and cluster) the same statements. Only if all participants are given the same statements can the outcomes of the different sub-groups be integrated to form a single Concept Map. If this rule is not followed, a separate Concept Map will be generated for each of the groups, with statements, clusters and cluster labels which are specific to that group. Of course it would be possible to lay these ‘maps’ side by side and try to compare them, but Ariadne offers much more refined opportunities for comparison, provided the inputs (statements) are the same for all participants.
The process plan described in the previous paragraph cannot be executed in one meeting. Phase 2 (the brainstorming session) and phase 3 (structuring) must take place at different times, which leaves several alternatives. The two phases do not necessarily have to take place with the same groups, and the supervisor might even choose to dispense with groups altogether. An alternative to the brainstorming session, for example, could be to collect statements through interviews or a small written survey. Moreover, in theory at least it is possible that the participants could form clusters and set priorities at home. If all participants are given the same set of statements, a Concept Map can then be constructed for the whole group.

It is less clear what is the range of numbers of participants for which a useful interpretation of the results (phase 5) is possible. When Concept Mapping was applied to the debate about ‘Choices in Care’, a group of 25 people led by an experienced supervisor proved feasible, although this probably was the upper limit. The practicability may be influenced by the composition of the group as well as its size. The more homogenous the group, the less debate the labelling of clusters is likely to provoke, and thus the bigger the group can be.
3 Brainstorming (phase 2)

During the brainstorming session, those present make statements in response to the focus they have been given. Each statement is immediately fed into the computer, in some cases after it has been clarified or defined more narrowly (in consultation with the supervisor and the other participants). The only requirement for each statement, before it is entered into the computer, is that it is clear, simple and understandable to everyone. The content of the statement is not discussed at this stage.

3.1 The form of the brainstorming session

The brainstorming session can take one of several forms. The first is free association: each participant may contribute statements at any time, which are then added to the list of previous statements. The advantage of this set-up is that the participants react to each other, prompting associations which they would not have made individually. A disadvantage is that the less assertive participants tend to be pushed into the background. The supervisor can watch for this, and occasionally invite people who have not yet made a suggestion to do so.

An alternative is the structured brainstorming session. Here, the participants are asked to take turns in making a statement. At the start of the session, the group may be given a few minutes to think about the focus and to make notes. They are then each given the chance to make a statement, either based on their notes or in response to previous statements by other participants. Once everyone has had a turn, the procedure begins again.

The disadvantage of too structured an approach is that it restricts free association. It can be frustrating for participants who are ‘at the end of the queue’ if someone else makes a point they had planned to raise. The animated character of the session is generally lost, and the group does not attain a sense of the collective.

The brainstorming session can also be limited to a group discussion. Afterwards, the supervisor uses his or her notes (or an audio recording) to frame a number of statements. This may, for example, prove a good solution for psychogeriatric patients who are difficult to approach.

As was mentioned above, the group brainstorming session can also be completely replaced by a written consultation, individual interviews or by study of the literature. The results are then presented to the group in phase 3.

3.2 Duration of the brainstorming session

If the brainstorming session goes on for too long, the statements can become far-fetched, and will subsequently receive a low rating in the Concept Mapping process. It is therefore advisable to put a time limit
on the session at the start. The usual time taken for a brainstorming session is 45 to 60 minutes. An average group can generate between 40 and 90 statements in that time, which is enough for Concept Mapping.

3.3 The form and content of the statements

The precise form and content of the statements are crucial to the eventual result. Poorly-formulated items lead to a meaningless Concept Map, which points to an important task for the supervisor (see also 3.5). It may be worthwhile giving a second person responsibility for the precise form and content of the statements that are fed into the computer. If a projection screen is available, the statements inputted into Ariadne can be displayed immediately. The advantage of this is that all the participants have another chance to see the statement, and to ask for clarification if necessary. The supervisor may choose to reserve some time at the end of the brainstorming session to run through the statements with the whole group. However, a good supervisor will not need to use such devices.

The content of the statements

The statements must of course match the focus. They must also:

• have a similar level of abstraction

  i.e. be similarly specific or general in the light of the chosen focus;

• be simple:

  contain only one aspect (formulate an item for each aspect);

• be clear:

  have only one meaning for all participants. Avoid ‘difficult’ words or jargon.

Statements which are facts or truisms must also be avoided, for example: ‘the service meets all the requirements’ or ‘the service should be qualitatively good’.

The form of the statements

Try to avoid:
The level of abstraction of the statements

It is important that the statements are not too abstract. Abstract statements often form whole areas on the Concept Map. This is undesirable because one of the advantages of Concept Mapping is that it produces new abstractions from fairly concrete statements (by clustering those statements). If the level of abstraction of one statement does not correspond to that of the others, then that particular statement often becomes difficult to classify. Abstract statements are also unclear and thus mean different things to each of the participants. Examples of over-abstract statements are: ‘the level of service must be high’, ‘care must be well organized’, etc.

Too-concrete statements are also undesirable. Examples are: ‘counter staff must not drum their fingers on the counter when a customer needs to think’, ‘the carer should call back within fifteen minutes of a request for help’, etc. Such statements should be reformulated during the brainstorming session before they are fed into the computer. Slightly more general formulations might be: ‘counter staff should make customer feel that they are welcome to present their problems’, and: ‘the carer should respond to telephone requests for help within a time period specified and monitored by the healthcare organization’. Similarly, where statements imply quantitative standards (‘call back within 15 minutes’, ‘maximum of 10 appointments per course of treatment’, etc.), the supervisor should look for a slightly more general formulation together with the participants. Very concrete statements are often too personal, or so specific that they do not really fit into any part of the Concept Map.

Statements which are too specific or too abstract cause problems when it comes to setting priorities: items which are too concrete are often given low ratings because they only apply to a very small area, and sometimes because participants don’t agree with them in their specific form (for example: they may consider calling back within 15 minutes unrealistic). Yet participants may endorse the general sentiment (they may agree that calls should be returned within an agreed, fairly short time period).

Too-abstract statements are often rated highly, because they apply so broadly that everyone can fill in the details themselves. The best statements are therefore those with a similar level of abstraction; neither too specific nor too abstract.
Some Concept Mapping supervisors have difficulty steering the brainstorming session in such a way that it produces items with a useful level of abstraction. In one project the items were so poor that the process had to be repeated.

Simple statements

Participants often mention several aspects in a single breath. For instance: ‘a patient must always have sufficient information to be able to choose from the range of care available’. The supervisor should split this statement in two: ‘carers should give patients sufficient information about the range of care available and possible alternatives’ and ‘the patient must be given the opportunity to choose among various care alternatives’.

Unambiguous statements

Unclear and vague statements are not desirable. Different participants interpret them in different ways, which causes problems when it comes to setting priorities and forming clusters. This can also apply to ‘difficult’ words and jargon. Here too, the supervisor has an important role to play. He or she should make sure that every statement is understood by the whole group, and if necessary press for a more precise formulation (see also 3.5).

3.4 The number of statements

The largest permissible number of statements is 98. Ariadne cannot cope with more, and forming clusters and setting priorities based on more statements than this would be a thankless task for the participants. Between 40 and 70 statements is a far more manageable number.

If the brainstorming session produces too many statements, some will need to be removed, possibly in consultation with the participants. This can take up a lot of time, certainly more than the half-hour break available between the brainstorming session and the structuring phase if they are held on the same day. ‘Rationalising’ the stock of statements (which may only mean removing those statements which are repeated) is therefore only possible if the brainstorming and structuring sessions are held on separate days.

This makes it advisable to stop the brainstorming session once a previously established maximum number of statements has been reached, even if this happens well within the time limit. The maximum may only be 70 (or even fewer), depending on the subject, the objective of the Concept Mapping process and the
capacity of the group. The supervisor must inform the group shortly before the time limit or the maximum number of statements is reached.

3.5 The supervisor’s role

The first point on the agenda is an explanation of the meeting’s purpose by the supervisor. This will include: a broad outline of the Concept Mapping method and the results it produces, the objective of the meeting and the final application of the results, and the tasks which the participants will be set (in general terms at this stage. Each task will be explained in more detail during the meeting). Usually, the supervisor will have chalked up information (or prepared display sheets) on the agenda of the meeting, the various phases of Concept Mapping and an example of a Concept Map.

It is important that the supervisor stays slightly detached from the participants during the brainstorming session. He or she must, however, facilitate and support the group process and not lose sight of the goal of the session. If the supervisor fails to give any guidance, there is a danger that the group will concentrate too much on one topic. Participants sometimes let their dissatisfaction speak for them; they only raise things which are deficient or lacking, not those which are satisfactory. Moreover, some participants draw on very specific experiences of their own which cannot be generalized to take in the more appropriate aspects of the subject. In such cases, the supervisor must make his voice heard. Provided the supervisor gives participants the freedom to decide the content of their statements, he/she can point up anomalies in the group process.

Allowing participants to determine content means that the supervisor cannot make statements of his/her own. Moreover, he/she must accept every statement made by the participants, provided they are clear and fit within the focus. The supervisor may help participants clarify their statements. He/she can make suggestions about translating an over-specific statement to a more general level. Or conversely, translating a too-general statement into several, more specific ones. The participant who made the original statement should be asked if they agree with the ‘translation’, and whether it sufficiently covers their intended message.

In 2.4 we noted that the supervisor must ensure that each statement is understood by all the members of the group, and if necessary must press for a more precise formulation.

One aid which can be used in the brainstorming session is the display sheet: various aspects of the subject can be highlighted as an aide-mémoire for the participants. This can prevent them from following each other in a particular line of thought. The display sheet remains in view during the entire session, and the supervisor can draw attention to it if he/she feels that certain themes are being overlooked. The supervisor may also choose to send participants some information in advance of the meeting, setting out points of specific interest.

To ensure that these aids do not push the debate too much in one direction, the topics supplied in advance must be described generally and not too specifically. The participants must be clearly told that they
need only contribute what they want to. They can make statements which are not related to one of the listed topics, and are free to skip topics if they wish: the topics on the display sheet are only meant to prompt ideas, not to guide them.
4 Structuring (phase 3)

In the structuring phase, the participants are first asked to rank the statements in order of importance, and then to group the same set of statements according to content.

After the previous phase (the brainstorming session) the statements are printed onto cards and a complete set distributed to each of the participants. The structuring exercise involves them moving the cards around and making piles of them. If separate meetings have been planned, the Concept Mapping organizers can make the cards themselves in advance.

Whereas the brainstorming session was a group process, setting priorities and forming cluster is really a task for the individual. In theory, the participants could do it at home on their own. The advantage of conducting this stage in the group setting is the transparency it gives all participants, which helps to strengthen confidence in the result. Another benefit is that the process supervisor can help participants who don’t immediately understand the task they have been set.

4.1 Setting priorities

This task requires that participants divide the statements into five piles of equal size, in ascending order of importance (ranking). It is useful to indicate the range of alternatives in words on a display sheet (pile five = most important, pile one = relatively least important). The participants are also required to make each pile the same size. How big each pile should be can again be shown on the display sheet.

This avoids the oft-noted tendency of participants to regard all the statements as equally important and to shy away from making a choice. It is advisable not to call the lowest category ‘unimportant’, but ‘relatively least important’. This avoids a situation where participants refuse to place statements in the lowest category because they still consider them important.

A separate focus can be devised for the prioritization stage. Put this focus on the display sheet, so that all the participants can see it. Possible examples are: ‘Which aspects contribute most to successful partnership?’ and ‘Which aspects will be decisive in assessing the viability of a part-time clinic?’. It is usually worthwhile considering the focus of prioritization in advance (and possibly to discuss it briefly with the participants). After all, ‘importance’ can be judged in many different ways.

If the Concept Mapping process is based on the quality criteria for hospitals, it will probably not be enough to ask the participants to rank the quality criteria in order of importance. It may be difficult for participants to decide whether highly essential, but generally uncontroversial (i.e. well-regulated) quality criteria such as fire safety and qualified staff should be listed as very important or not. On the one hand, such matters are basic requirements for a properly-functioning hospital; on the other, hospitals will probably not vary on these criteria because, as basic conditions, they will be met across the board. In such a case, a good focus might be:
‘If you were permitted a limited number of questions to assess the quality of a hospital, which would be the most important?’ This formulation ensures that the quality criteria which are judged to be ‘important’ will be those which participants consider to be essential and which vary from one hospital to another. This might be an adequate focus if Concept Mapping is being used to prepare a quality testing programme.

In theory, the participants could either group the statements according to content first (see next paragraph) and then according to importance, or vice-versa. However, letting participants set priorities first and then form clusters has produced good results in the past. Tackling the problem of what is important first, before asking participants to group statements according to content, is preferable because people may otherwise let judgements about the relative importance of different statements play a role in assigning them to clusters.

When the participants have finished this task, they each note their own results down on a separate form (see appendix 4). These forms are collected and are later used as the input for the computer. For some groups, it is helpful if the supervisor walks around the room whilst they are filling in their forms, in order to help them if they run into difficulties and make sure that they do not make any mistakes.

4.2 Forming clusters

In this exercise, the participants have to divide the statements into related groups which they define themselves. Because the statements have been printed onto cards, they can make piles of them.

Generally speaking, participants are first asked to form piles of statements which belong together and then to think up names to describe what links the statements in each pile. The order in which these two tasks are carried out can be reversed, although the first method is neater in methodological terms. By first grouping the separate statements by association, the material can inspire ideas in the participants. They can discover new aspects which they had not considered originally, in contrast to the second method.

Usually, participants are given three quarters of an hour for this sorting exercise, which is usually enough time.

Participants must not feel hurried, but it is advisable not to give them too much time. If there is no time limit, participants may become too involved in their task, without the results improving. After all, this is an associative process, which does not call for too much reflection. It was also found that participants in a Concept Mapping project who were allowed to take the assignment home and work at their own pace experienced some difficulties.

It is good to provide an example before the participants start work. When explaining the clustering process, a number of cards could be used to show that some statements are related and others are not. It must be emphasized that this is a matter of opinion.
Participants are not limited in the number of piles (clusters) they form, nor in the number of statements in each pile. However, *Ariadne* sets an upper limit of 25 clusters per participant, each of 40 statements per cluster.
5 Processing the data (phase 4)

5.1 Selecting the statements

*Ariadne* can be told which statements to include in the analysis. The importance of this is that some statements may prove to be very unclear, or too specific, or too abstract when it comes to the interpretation phase. If a statement is repeatedly placed in different clusters, each with a very different content, it may be that the statement has been misunderstood, or was not clearly interpreted. Such statements drift somewhere in the middle of the *Concept Map*.

5.2 Selecting (groups of) participants

Groups of participants may be compared in two ways. In the first method, the results are analysed separately. Individual participants may be selected, or alternatively the selection may be based on the characteristics (variables) defined by the participants. The result is a separate *Concept Map* for each of the groups. This procedure clearly brings out the differences between groups, but the results are difficult to compare.

Another method is to first let the computer calculate a *Concept Map* and then to look at the ‘Latent Preferences’. This kind of illustration shows up the differences between individual participants and between categories of participants. For example, a participant who has got the prioritization exercise back to front can be filtered out. The *Concept Map* could then be recalculated, omitting his or her answers. Consult appendix 1 for more information on ‘Latent Preferences’.

5.3 The number of clusters

The *Concept Map* is the result of statistical calculations based on the clustering assignment in phase 3. This map represents the ‘distances’ between statements: the more often participants put statements on the same pile, the smaller the distance between them on the map. On the *Concept Map*, these ‘distances’ are translated into spatial relationships.

The next step is to distinguish statement clusters: boxes are drawn around groups of statements which lie close together. *Ariadne* normally makes 8 clusters, but this number can be varied at the organizer’s discretion. A good number is one which produces a meaningful classification of statements. If two of the clusters of an 8-cluster solution seem to be related, a 7-cluster solution can be tried instead. Conversely, if further divisions seem logical within a large cluster, a 9- or 10-cluster solution might be more appropriate.

*What the best (most meaningful) cluster solution is cannot be established purely on statistical grounds, but will depend on the interpretation of content by those who assess the Concept Map.*
6 Interpretation (phase 5)

After the clustering and prioritization round, the organizers enter the information into the computer, and Ariadne calculates the Concept Map and marks out clusters of statements. The labelling of these clusters is an important qualitative moment in the Concept Mapping procedure.

The Concept Map is often interpreted together with the participants. However, this is sometimes done by the researchers alone, or by a core group made up of Concept Mapping organizers.

Interpreting the Concept Map together with the participants is particularly important if one objective of the process is to win their commitment for changes etc. The results should be produced in partnership with the participants so that they feel as involved as possible.

6.1 Two methods of interpretation

The first way of interpreting the clusters is to base the explanation on the content of the statements. Ariadne supplies a summary of the statements in each cluster.

A second method which may be used in concert with the first is to observe the location of the statements on the map. By looking at the map we can see not only which statements belong together but also which ones certainly do not. The statements on the northern part of the map refer to a topic which contrasts with the statements on the southern part. The same is true for the eastern and western parts. For instance, at one pole of the map we often find statements which relate to organizational matters, and at the opposite pole those which describe more personal relationships. We may also find, for example, limiting conditions in one quadrant and the intended effects in another. We can therefore use the contrast between the four points of the compass (or extremities on the map) to guide us in the interpretation and labelling of the clusters.

6.2 Interpreting and labelling the clusters

Once the Concept Map has been shown to the participants, they can together work out which statements belong in the same cluster. The clusters are then labelled: the labels should indicate the underlying ‘dimension’ of the various statements in the cluster (a brief description or title). After everyone has taken turns to suggest a label, the group discusses the alternatives until agreement is reached.

In the interpretation phase it is important that the supervisor has additional information with respect to the participants, so that he or she can make suggestions if the group gets stuck. A certain amount of preparation is essential: the supervisor must have a clear idea of the statements, their place on the map, and possible links between them before the group starts to interpret them. If a group gets stuck, or makes slow progress, the supervisor can pre-empt frustrations by making a suggestion. Some groups have trouble thinking beyond
the statements, whilst others tend to lose sight of them. If the group cannot reach a decision, the supervisor must play an active role. However, some groups are highly creative in devising labels.

The Concept Map offers more interesting possibilities for analysis and interpretation besides cluster-labelling. Once the distances between the items have been clearly plotted in two dimensions, it is interesting to see what extremes exist, i.e. which statements are shown far apart, at the edges of the map. The analogy of the four points of the compass has already been used and we can distinguish four large areas (north, south, east and west), which in pairs represent a contrast: structure versus content, internal versus external contacts, limiting conditions versus effects, and so on.

The interpretation of the Concept Map can provide important extra insights into the breadth and range of the subject. It can also shed light on an initially obscure grouping of statements in particular clusters. Some statements may seem to belong in another cluster close by. Sometimes a cluster does not lend itself to interpretation at all. Understanding the two dimensions of the Concept Map (north-south and east-west, or top-bottom and left-right) can help to explain such features.

6.3 The final application

Once the subject has been charted with the help of clusters, its composition will be clearer (which aspects belong to the concept of ‘quality’, what the objectives of cooperation are, etc.).

The final application of Concept Mapping often requires that a choice be made from all of those aspects. The results of the prioritization exercise are important here. The computer calculates both the average importance of each statement individually, and the average importance of each cluster (this is the Concept Map in visual terms).

We may now choose to make a questionnaire to measure an abstract concept, begin activities to develop a project or evaluate the objectives of a policy programme. Whatever the case, the organizers will usually wish to focus attention on the really important aspects, whilst leaving the less important ones aside initially, or even permanently. After all, a questionnaire cannot consist of hundreds of questions, nor can a project tackle scores of new activities at once. And similarly, when it comes to evaluating policy, the project organizers will have to limit themselves in the evaluation criteria which are to be measured or operationalized.

In the interpretation phase, the organizers (alone or with the group) can use the Concept Map to underline the results which are important for the future. No general guidelines can be given for making those choices: they will depend on the objective and the subject of the Concept Mapping process. Some possible strategies are:

1 Choose all the statements from the most important clusters.
A selection is made from the clusters: all but the most important are discarded. Once this is done, all the remaining statements (partial facets) are incorporated in the follow-up process.

2. Choose the most important statements from all of the clusters.

None of the clusters are discarded. However, within each cluster, all but the most important statements (partial facets) are discarded.

3. Choose the most important statements from the most important clusters.

This produces the most conservative selection, advisable if the follow-up activities have to be limited for practical reasons.

4. Choose the most important statements, regardless of the clusters they belong to.

A selection is made from all the statements. All but the most important statements (partial facets) are discarded, regardless of the clusters they belong to.
7 Implementation

The implementation phase is not part of the Concept Mapping process in its strictest sense. However, the implementation is of course the ultimate objective of a Concept Mapping project. The whole project will be based on decisions about how the results are to be used. The final application will, in large measure, determine the choice of participants, the focus and the structure of the meetings.

General commitments can sometimes be made about the implementation phase at the end of the interpretation session (who will perform particular actions, work aspects out further, monitor the process, inform the others, etc.). Such commitments are mainly important for the more practically-based applications; for instance, if the results are to be used for quality measurement, or to begin or expand a partnership project.

In the case of more scientific applications, the researcher will implement his or her own plan on the basis of the results. He/she will develop a measurement instrument, or an evaluation plan in order to study a particular policy programme.

No general guidelines can be given for the implementation phase but two matters are generally of importance:

1. Proper consideration should be given to the final application of the Concept Mapping results at the outset, and the project should be planned around them. For instance, the final application should determine who is involved in the process.

2. It must also be clear, who will use the results and how.

Participants at Concept Mapping meetings often ask for information about this. Some are only prepared to take part if it is clear that the results will not be used in an irresponsible manner. Others want to be sure that the results will really be used before agreeing to take part.
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STEP 0: GETTING STARTED

- Go to https://www.minds21.org
- Go to ‘Organizers only’
- Log in using your username and password
- Go to ‘Organizers only’

NOTE:

- Make sure you prepare as many laptops as participants
- Use your own login code
STEP 1: CREATE PROJECT

CREATE A NEW PROJECT

- Go to ‘start a new project’
- Enter the name and description of the project under ‘name to identify the project and description’
- Hit ‘Add’

NOTE:

- The fields ‘rate definitions and categories’ can be used for different rating definitions besides mapping. When not used, Ariadne will only use the rating definition ‘importance’.
- The first column is used to define the rating definition, the second through sixth column is used to define rating categories (response options)
- Use the function ‘update’ to save changes in project name, project description, and rate definitions and categories
- Use the function ‘cancel’ to not save changes the project
UPLOAD AN EXISTING PROJECT

It is possible to upload an existing project from excel or an ARP file.

- Go to ‘backups’

  - Go to ‘browse’
  - Find your file
  - And click ‘upload’

- It will appear in the box below Data & map statistics on file system
- Click on ‘restore to new project’
- You will be redirected to existing projects.
- Now you can create a concept map by clicking 'show concept map'
STEP 2: ADD PARTICIPANTS

- Enter participants by clicking ‘new participant’ (this button appears after adding a new project)

- Fill out all fields
- Click ‘Add’
• Add new participants by clicking ‘New Participant’
• Repeat all above steps

• An overview of participants is created

• Use the function ‘edit’ to edit participant information
• Use the function ‘remove’ to remove participant from the project
STEP 3: ADD STATEMENTS

- Click ‘show items’

- Click on ‘new item’
• Enter item and click on ‘Add’

• Add new statements by clicking ‘new item’

• Repeat until all items are entered
  • The software counts items
  • An overview of items is created
  • After the last item click ‘lock items in this project’
**ARIADNE PROJECT organizer CURICLE**

On this page you find everything to organise your ARIADNE meeting. You plan it, define items, register participants and invite them by email.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 6</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STEP 4: INVITE PARTICIPANTS

DURING CONCEPT MAPPING SESSION

- Click ‘show Participant Links’ the current project
- Click on ‘URL’ to get the URL for that participant
- The participant is ready for sorting and rating
WHILE TRYING SOFTWARE

- Click ‘Back to projects’

- Follow steps under ‘during concept mapping session’
- Make sure you log out after every participant, log in again and repeat the process for every participant consecutively

- Use the function ‘sort’ to check sort results of that specific participant
- Use the function ‘rate’ to check rate results of that specific participant
STEP 5: RATE STATEMENTS

- Click on ‘Rate’
- Since no rating definitions were specified, Ariadne uses ‘importance’ and ‘map’
- When specifying rating definitions, these will appear instead of the ‘importance’ rating

Follow the instructions on the screen to rate all statements
Instruct participants to evenly distribute statements over the 5 rating options

- Click on when finished

- Ariadne saves automatically
STEP 6: CLUSTER STATEMENTS

- Click on ‘Map’
- Cluster statements by following the instructions on the screen
- Click on when finished
- Ariadne saves automatically

MAKE SURE NOT TO CREATE OVER 10 GROUPS! These cards will be return in the lower space and will not be included in the calculation of the map
• Click on the cluster number to name that cluster

BE CAREFUL WITH THE BACKSPACE KEY, it will redirect you to the previous page!!

• Click on ‘save & back’ when finished

When running a concept mapping group: make sure to help participants to find this link

When testing the software: make sure you log out after every participant, log in again and repeat the process for every participant consecutively
STEP 7: CREATE MAP

- Click ‘show Concept Map’ in your project

This screen allows you to check how far participants are in sorting and rating the statements.
• This screen allows to select information you want to be displayed in your concept map

• Click on ‘Build Map’

• Download raw data gives data in excel
• Build 3D Map (google Chrome only) gives a representation of the map in 3D
- The help menu will be displayed. SHIFT+H will make it (dis)appear

- This screen shows the average rating score for each item

- Upload statistics gives statistics in excel (see ‘Upload statistics’)
- Upload data gives data is excel
- Right click with your mouse on the pictogram in the upper right corner to save this screen
- SHIFT +F will bring you to the next screen
- This screen shows the 2 dimensional tree diagram
- Clusters can be named

NOTE: to switch to the 1 dimensional tree diagram use SHIFT+E

- Right click with your mouse on the pictogram in the upper right corner to save this screen
• SHIFT +F shows you the concept map

NOTE: SHIFT+F in the 1 dimensional tree diagram will show the 1D concept map, SHIFT+F in the 2 dimensional tree diagram will show the 2D concept map

• Clusters can be named
• Axis can be named

- In the map you can use SHIFT+U to increase number of clusters and SHIFT+D to decrease number of clusters
- SHIFT+L will rotate the map to the left, SHIFT+R to the right
- SHIFT+P will remove participants’ ratings, SHIFT+G will remove groups
- SHIFT +N shows/hides item numbers

• SHIFT +I changes rating type from rating 1 up to rating 5
• SHIFT +C shows clusters in map
• SHIFT +T shows tree diagram in map

• SHIFT +B shows last screen

• Right click with your mouse on the pictogram in the upper right corner to save this screen
Moving the mouse over the clusters will give you the statements of that specific cluster in the upper left corner.

Top lines are statements, bottom lines are cluster names.

When you click on a statement, the statement will (dis)appear in the concept map.
EDITING THE PROJECT

Changing project name and description
- Click on ‘edit’ for the concerning project
- Click on ‘edit name & description’
- Change name and description and click on ‘update’
- Click on ‘back to projects’

Adding ratings
- Click on ‘edit’ for the concerning project
- Click on ‘edit name & description’
- Change rate definitions and categories and click on ‘update’
- Click on ‘back to projects’

Adding participants
- Click on ‘edit’ for the concerning project
- Click on ‘new participant’
- Enter name and click on ‘add’
- Click on ‘back to projects’

Adding statements
- Click on ‘edit’ for the concerning project
- Click on ‘unlock items in this project’
- Click on ‘new item’
- Enter name and click on ‘add’
- Lock items in project
- Click on ‘back to projects’
‘UPLOAD STATISTICS’ SHEET
Statistics on the concept map can be found in the ‘upload statistics’ file. This is an excel sheet which shows:

- Raw sort matrix
- Input sort matrix
- Item ratings for each participant
- Mean rates per cluster and standard deviations for each rating
- Item dimension scores and eigenvalues of dimensions
- DIF positions
- Mean positions
- UN positions
- Coordination matrix
Appendix 2  The statistical techniques of Concept Mapping

*Concept Mapping* uses a combination of statistical techniques: Principal Component Analysis and cluster analysis.

**Forming clusters of statements**

*Ariadne* makes a matrix of zeros and ones representing the similarity between the items for each participant. If two items are put in the same group, ‘their’ cell is assigned a one. The values on the matrix’s diagonal are therefore always equal to one.

A participant might divide 5 items into the following two groups:

- group 1: items 1, 3, 4
- group 2: items 2, 5

The similarity matrix would then be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>item</th>
<th>item</th>
<th>item</th>
<th>item</th>
<th>item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>item</td>
<td>1,3,4</td>
<td>item</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item</td>
<td></td>
<td>item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the individual matrices are then transformed into one matrix representing all the individuals. *Ariadne* uses this matrix as the input for a Principal Component Analysis. PCA is a technique for translating the distances (or in this case the correlation) between items or other entities into coordinates in a multi-dimensional space. The dimensions are not directly represented by fixed x- and y-axes.

*Ariadne* represents the first two dimensions of the PCA solution in the *Concept Map*. The dimensions can be interpreted from the items which score on them. The plot can be rotated between 0 and 360 degrees.

*Ariadne* then classifies the items further by completing a cluster analysis with the coordinates of the items. You can specify yourself how many clusters should be formed. The clusters are represented graphically in the PCA plot by outlines around the items.

**Prioritization**

The item scores are entered for each participant. *Ariadne* uses the scores for the whole group to calculate average ratings for each item and cluster. It also gives the standard deviation of all the averages. If this figure is large, the participants did not agree on the rating for a statement or cluster.

The ratings are thus not used for the PCA or the cluster analysis themselves.

The average cluster scores are shown on the *Concept Map* as the thickness of the outline around each cluster. The thicker the outline, the higher the average priority given to the statements in that cluster.

*Ariadne* also calculates the correlation between the priority of each item and its position on the *Concept Map* (in other words: the scores on the plotted dimensions) for the individual participants and the categories of participants. These are displayed in the ‘Latent Preferences’. The dots within the red area are not significantly related, those in the yellow area may be significantly related. The dots outside these areas are significantly different. The direction of the line connecting each dot with the origin can be regarded as the ‘direction of thought’ of the participant or group of participants.
Appendix 3  Checklist for Concept Mapping meeting

**Preparation**
- context and nature of the problem;
- suitability for *Concept Mapping*;
- possible participants;
- final application;
- responsibility for interpretation and application of the results;
- planning;
- location.

**Planning the meeting**
- number and type of participants;
- agenda;
- reserving a room;
- inviting participants - appendices to letter of confirmation;
  * directions to *Concept Mapping* location
  * focus of the meeting
  * introduction to the *Concept Mapping* method
  * list of participants, programme
- catering.

**Preparing the content**
- defining the subject;
- focus for the brainstorming session;
- focus for prioritization.

**Materials**
- (name cards);
- pens and paper for the participants;
- computer;
- powerpoint presentation about *Concept Mapping*, including:
  * explanation of the procedure
  * agenda
  * focus for the brainstorming session
  * focus for prioritization
  * felt-tip pens.

For back-up
- prioritization forms;
- clustering forms;
- printer.
Introduction
- aim of the meeting;
- phases and agenda;
- results, reporting and implementation;
- reasons for the choice of participants (optional);
- results are confidential/will be published;
- reporting back to the participants.

Brainstorming session
- explaining the focus;
- clearly formulate the statements;
- suggestions for areas which have not yet been considered;
- check that everyone understands the statement;
- encourage quiet participants or groups;

Coffee break - brainstorming results are processed
- edit statements if necessary;
- print;
- copy;
- (cut out cards);
- distribute prioritization and clustering forms (and scissors);
- serve soft drinks/coffee/tea.

Prioritization
- (ask participants to cut out cards);
- explain focus;
- give instructions on completing the prioritization form ("don’t forget to put your name on it");

Clustering
- help participants to get started if necessary (sit with them);
- give instructions on completing the clustering form ("don’t forget to put your name on it");

Entering the replies
- sort reply forms;
- (ideally) one person reads out replies whilst another inputs them;

Interpretation
- Calculate Concept Map;
- identify extreme participants;
- identify unreliable items;
- label clusters;
- rotate if required;
- describe the axes.

_Summing up_

- repeat arrangements for reporting back;
- evaluation;
- thank participants for coming;
- refund travel costs (if applicable) and/or distribute gifts.
Example 4    Model forms for prioritization and clustering

Form for prioritizing the statements

Respondent data
number:

Notes

Please divide the statements into 5 groups, in ascending order of importance.
**Score 1** refers to the statements which you think are ‘least important’.
**Score 5** should be the statements you consider ‘most important’.
It is important that you divide the statements into groups of roughly the same size. You must put all the statements into groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>least important</th>
<th>most important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Form for clustering the statements

Respondent data
number:

Notes
Please group together the statements which you consider to be related, or which have something in common. The importance of the statements is not relevant here. You may form as many clusters as you like. Please make sure that:
• you have placed every statement in a cluster,
• each statement is used only once,
• you are not left with a group of ‘remainders’ which belong in no other group.
Please fill in a name for each cluster on the accompanying form. You can do this by filling in one term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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